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Syren USA
www.syrenusa.com 

410-901-1131
Syren burst onto the scene just a few 
short years ago and revolutionized 
shooting sports by manufacturing 
guns designed specifically to fit 
women shooters. These guns are 
fabulous, and they are now adding 
a line of accessories that also more 
closely aligns with what women want 
out of the gear they would take to the 
gun range.

Italian Shooting Vest
• Wear-all-day comfort
• Stylish looks
• Suede shoulder pad provides extra

comfort
• Deep, suede-trimmed pockets for

shells and a large mesh hull bag in the
back

Syren’s shooting vest is a perfect 
accessory for a day at the range. The 
stylish cut of the vest is flattering for 
the female form with the suede-covered 
shoulder pad providing plenty of 
protection for a full day of shooting. 
Because it is designed so perfectly for 
female shooters, there is no gapping or 
extra fabric that can hinder the smooth 
motion of shouldering a gun. The 
mesh ventilation on the back and the 

off shoulder 
keeps shooters 
comfortable 
on hot days, 
and the vest 
would be 
perfect for 
competition 
with number 
clips built into the back above the mesh.

Range Tote
• Padded, heavyweight nylon

construction
• Plenty of space for up to 12 boxes of

shotgun shells
• Interior pockets for shooting

accessories
• Padded “purse-like” straps and a

longer, padded shoulder strap

Gun Wipe Glove
Made of polyester filament, 

the Gun Wipe Glove will clean 
and shine the surfaces of your guns.  

Just a small amount of your favorite gun 
oil on the glove will assure a thorough 

covering of all areas. 
One size fits all.

$14.95

Order online at: 
www.uplandalmanac.com and click on "UA Store"

or contact us at: 
The Upland Almanac 
Wolfe Publishing Co. 

2180 Gulfstream, Ste. A, Prescott, AZ 86301
ph:  800-899-7810    

info@uplandalmanac.com
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Heading to the range requires 
schlepping lots of shells, accessories 
and gear. The Syren Range Tote keeps 
everything organized. This bag has 
plenty of space to carry enough shells 
to shoot as many as 300 rounds on the 
clays range and to pack extra chokes, 
eye and ear protection and even a water 
bottle. The attractive styling doesn’t 
scream “gun bag” and could even 
double as an overnight tote, particularly 
for someone who wants to subtly flaunt 
her shooting prowess.

Forcing Cone Gun Slip
• Heavy padded nylon construction
• Comfortable padded shoulder strap and rubber handgrip
• Secure closures keep gun in place

This gun slip is a step above the basic gun sleeve. Its heavyweight, padded
construction will protect even the finest shotgun. The top flap securely closes over 
the sleeve for quick trips between sporting clays stations; the Velcro wrap can also be 
employed for longer trips. The padded rubber handgrip makes it a breeze to stash and 
retrieve the gun into and out of vehicles. The padded shoulder strap makes carrying the 
gun for longer distances extremely comfortable. 

• 100,000 private acres available
• Experienced guides and dogs

wild bird hunts
pheasant - sharptail - prairie chicken - huns

Brown’s Hunting Ranch
Gettysburg, SD  •  605-765-9150  •  www.brownshuntingranch.com
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